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We don't know who she is, but we know we can save her life 

 
 
 
 
 
Feb 1, 2013 
 
Dear friends and supporters, 
 
We’re glad send you this second annual report on the work of Gun Free Kitchen 
Tables, which is warmly housed by the Isha L’Isha Feminist Center.  
 
As detailed below, we’re now facing a particularly crucial period which may 
extend and reinforce the achievements of the Gun Free Kitchen Tables 
Campaign or, conversely, further loosen gun control and oversight of the 
security sector in Israel. 
 
We sincerely thank you each for your interest and engagement, at any level you 
are able. Your presence as a constituency provides us with vital, significant 
strength, knowledge and support.  
 
Sincerely, 
Co-Founders & Co-Coordinators Smadar Ben Natan & Rela Mazali 
 

 
 

November 25 Demonstration, Tel Aviv; GFKT Co-Coordinators Smadar Ben Natan & Rela Mazali, Gun violence 
survivor, Alamnesh Zalaka, Media Liason Yael Marom in the background; Photograph: Galit Lubetzky. 

 
 
 
 
 
Project contact address: 
gunfreekitchentables@gmail.com 
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2012 Headlines— 
 
Gun Free Kitchen Tables files unprecedented civil suit against the state of 
Israel and a private security firm – Jan. 2, 2013 
 
GFKT initiates cooperation with government & municipal bodies 
addressing domestic violence – January 2013 
 
Israel’s State Comptroller announces intent to investigate gun licensing 
and cites murders with security guards’ guns – Dec. 12, 2012 
 
Twenty-four media items feature Gun Free Kitchen Tables as expert source 
– August, October, November-December 2012; Jan. 2013 
 

 
Another preventable murder—this time of two victims—with a security 

guard’s off-duty gun – Dec. 7, 2012 
 
 

 
 

 
First public address by GFKT 

at unique rally to end violence against women  
– Nov. 25, 2012 

 
 
GFKT reveals: Vital data categories missing from police data base on 
violent crime – Sept. 4, 2012 
 
GFKT contests dangerous clause in new “Security Services Bill,” poised to 
overturn Clause 10c – April 23, 2012  
 
Minister of Public Security confirms widespread breach of law in official 
response to GFKT-initiated Knesset Committee meeting – Feb. 6, 2012 
 
Intensive co-work conducted with partner groups of GFKT Campaign; New 
GFKT collaboration with non-partner organizations – 2012 
 
Membership of GFKT Facebook page tops 500; Thousands view GFKT 
posts; Dozens discuss them; Followers of New GFKT Twitter account over 
100 with dozens of re-tweets – November, December 2012; January 2013  
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2013: Milestone Achievements & Legislative Challenges 
  
As we part with 2012, Gun Free Kitchen Tables (GFKT) is excited to report filing a 
truly groundbreaking civil suit on behalf of gun violence survivor Alamnesh Zalaka. 
The private security firm “Ben Security” and the state of Israel are charged of failing 
to comply with and to enforce, respectively, the law that should have kept Alamnesh’s 
home and kitchen free of her partner’s off-duty gun, almost certainly sparing her near 
death and abiding disability. The lawsuit (filed Wednesday January 2, 2013) was 
prominently previewed on Israeli Channel 10 TV news, the night before. True to the 
multi-organizational work of the GFKT Campaign, the lawsuit is a collaborative (and 
painstaking) effort, joining the experience of GFKT attorneys with the expertise of 
Noga – The Israeli Center for Rights of Crime Victims and the media outreach of 
GFKT’s media liaison with that of Noga’s PR office.  

Another (cautiously exciting) milestone was the December 12th decision of 
Israel’s State Comptroller to investigate the oversight of small arms in Israel, 
particularly in light of the recent murders with security guards’ off-duty guns. The 
wording of this decision distinctly reflects GFKT’s message and the Campaign’s 
public profile during the November-December worldwide days of action to end 
violence against women. GFKT followed up promptly (January 3rd) with an outline of 
our main findings and a request to testify before the Comptroller.  
 

 
Tova Tzimuki on the Declaration of Israel’s State Comptroller (no title), Yediot Acharonot, Dec. 19, 2012 
 

Both the above followed close on the heels of a buildup in Hebrew media 
featuring the GFKT Campaign and gun control in general on major commercial 
venues. Among other items, this included an excellent op-ed presenting GFKT goals, 
linking small arms proliferation to entrenched militarization, misperceptions of 
security and rampant privatization. Also significant was a first item on GFKT on a 
Russian language news site.1 Via social media, GFKT accessed thousands of readers 
and engaged hundreds in debate on Facebook and Twitter (in Hebrew).   

As indicated in the shocked aftermath of Sandy Hook and in the painful wake 
of additional murders in Israel, Gun Free Kitchen Tables, the sole gun control project 

                                                
1  On Channel 9 TV and the www.zman.com website; Russian-speaking and Ethiopian descended 
communities are significantly over-represented among security guards in Israel. GFKT findings also 
indicate an over-representation of Russian-speaking and Ethiopian women among the victims of 
guards’ off-duty guns. 
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in the country, has successfully positioned itself as a source of expert knowledge. The 
media buildup accompanied a growing GFKT presence in civil society, from a first 
public address by GFKT at a large November 25th protest, through talks at academic 
courses and civil society groups, to placing arms control squarely on the agenda of the 
feminist coalition for implementation of UN Resolution 1325.  

 

 
GFKT signs & activists at November 25th Procession & Protest; Photographer: Galit Lubetzky 

 
Earlier in the year, the Minister of Public Security issued a highly significant 

statement on issues publicized by GFKT, actually confirming a “very widespread” 
breach of law by private security firms. “Both the letter of the law and reason require 
depositing guards’ firearms at the end of each work shift. This is the policy of the 
Firearms Division [of the Ministry of Public Security],” he wrote (Feb. 6th), in 
response to a directive from the Chair of the Knesset Committee on the Status of 
Women to enforce the law that guards’ guns remain at work (issued after the 
Committee’s special meeting, Dec. 6th 2011, initiated by GFKT). Most importantly, 
the letter confirmed security firms’ “very widespread” practice of exempting guards 
from depositing guns, noting that “the Firearms Division … is taking measures to 
reduce this to a necessary minimum.”  

Just weeks later, however, GFKT began a still ongoing struggle to prevent 
enactment of a new “Security Services Bill,” tabled (March 20th) by the (same) 
Ministry of Public Security, which stands to undercut the existing unenforced clause 
of the Firearms Acts restricting security guards’ guns to their work sites. Enactment of 
the bill would entail an automatic, blanket authorization of security guards to take 
arms home and clearly contradict legislators’ intentions and the Minister’s policy 
declarations of a sustained effort to reverse declining gun control in Israel and curb 
accelerating small arms proliferation. This new law would actually entrench the trend 
towards unchecked, increasing armament of Israel’s civil sphere, dismissing the 
serious and direct danger it implies to people living in guards’ domestic vicinity and, 
first and foremost among them, women.   

GFKT counteracted on April 23rd, 2012, with a carefully argued letter 
contesting the bill, with media outreach and exposure and with a wake-up call to the 
government Authority on Advancement of the Status of Women to place arms control 
on its agenda and address the gendered issues posed by the bill (further details below). 

During 2012, concurrently with our efforts, a member organization of the 
GFKT Campaign, the Association for Civil Rights in Israel (ACRI), made headway in 
a petition against the use of private security guards in East Jerusalem, under the 
Ministry of Housing. High Court judges, critical of the existing policy, instructed the 
state to explain it within four months.  

This year’s progress was achieved despite cooptation of Israel’s political 
sphere and, with it, of media by two announcements of national elections (the first 
later reversed), on top of Israel’s recent large-scale attack against the Gaza Strip and 
the ensuing longer range fire at central Israel. 
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While indeed milestones, these achievements have yet to attain enforcement of 
the law that would keep security guards’ guns out of homes or to ensure effective 
oversight of the private security sector. The formidable and armed private security 
industry in Israel remains subject to largely perfunctory controls, allowing it sweeping 
impunity. This large and lucrative industry plays a key role in denying and disrupting 
freedom of movement, both in the territories under Israel’s military occupation and 
inside Israel. Blockades, “terminals,” entries to public institutions and thousands of 
other sites manned by Israel’s 90,000 privately employed security guards (constituting 
almost 3% of the employed) deny and constrict free access. Most severe in the 
Occupied Territories and the passes between Israel and the Gaza Strip, the industry 
also directly restricts Palestinian citizens of Israel, asylum seekers, refugees, migrant 
workers, and non-violent demonstrators, all subject to arbitrary interception as 
“suspicious” or “disruptive.” Meanwhile, the guns of thousands of guards still go 
home after duty, far too many of them to terrorize women and family members and in 
the worst cases to injure or kill.  

 
 
 

 
 

“Security without Guns,” Tsafi Saar, Haaretz, Jan. 1, 2013: 
 

“In the past decade 28 women and men were murdered at home with weapons 
belonging to security guards, as noted by the women active in a campaign sponsored 
by Isha L'Isha called The Gun on the Kitchen Table … 
 
“How important is it to the Israeli government to eliminate, or at least reduce, these 
murders? Apparently not very, to put it mildly. … But the law is not enforced. 
 
“The leaders, who speak in lofty terms of security and claim that nobody guards the 
life … of citizens as well as they do, are in effect abandoning them. We would do well 
… to examine once again what real security is, and to work to achieve it.” 
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Moreover, as reported earlier this year, the unenforced law banning guns from 
guards’ homes is now seriously jeopardized by the small print of a bill tabled last 
spring and awaiting the new, post-elections legislature.  

GFKT activists draw hope from indications that our work is chipping away at 
the widespread misperception of firearms as benign and purely protective in Israel’s 
dominant Jewish society, feminist circles included. Such incremental consciousness 
change is particularly significant in an intensely militarized culture a majority of 
which recently rallied behind another military attack by Israel, though its widely 
publicized goal was derailing a long-term cease-fire. The elections do not promise a 
real reversal in the militarized Israeli policies dispossessing Palestinians or silencing 
democratic dissent. Such a context assigns deep significance to even limited results in 
the struggle to achieve change in the cultural, social and institutional disregard for the 
dangers and the anti-democratic implications of a growing private security sector and 
of small arms proliferation. 
 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Breakdown: Activities & results: 
 
Advocacy – Decision-makers & authorities: 

- At top administration levels, as outlined above, GFKT made significant 
progress through initiating a special meeting of the Knesset Committee on the 
Status of Women. Following the December 6th (2011) meeting, Committee 
Chair, MK Tzipi Hotoveli wrote a strong directive to the Minister of Public 
Security, who responded (Feb. 6th) with a letter clearly confirming both the 
law and the policy that security guards’ guns are to be deposited at their work-
sites rather than taken home. He further confirmed the widespread breach of 
this law by private security firms, which the Ministry was taking practical 
steps to stop. He noted planned legislation under which: “permits for security 
firms will be conditional upon their demonstrating arrangements for the 
deposit of guns after work shifts,” while “partial responsibility for creating the 
conditions for depositing guns will rest with the customers (institutions, 
organizations and various businesses).” 

- Distinct backlash to GFKT campaigning emerged in March-April, in a bill 
tabled by the Ministry of Public Security. The proposed law would effectively 
annul the 2008 legislation whose enforcement GFKT demands: restricting 
security guards’ guns to their places of work. Moreover, it lacks practical 
means for executing Ministry policies, as detailed explicitly by the Minister of 
Public Security (see previous item). While, posing a real threat to women (and 
men), further obstructing arms control in Israel and the occupied territories, 
the bill also testifies to GFKT’s success in placing its demands in clear view; 

- In an April 23rd letter, GFKT submitted its comments and contested the clause 
of the “Security Services Bill” that would effectively annul the existing law 
barring security guards’ guns from homes; GFKT both challenged the bill’s 
legality and notified media as well as international networks. Following up on 
the letter, we have prepared an array of visual materials and plans for events to 
highlight and support the existing law and prevent its cancellation in an 
expected legislative process, now awaiting the new parliament;  

- The letter was accompanied by a Press Release and active media outreach. 
While GFKT’s letter wasn’t featured in the media, the ongoing outreach 
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reinforced our role as an authority on gun control leading to media exposure in 
August and October, following other related developments;    

- The government Authority for Advancement of Women’s Status should soon 
be squarely addressing arms control issues for the first time, due to GFKT 
intervention; In a June 5th letter to the Authority, GFKT demanded that it 
respond to the gendered implications of such legislation. In July, the Authority 
confirmed intention to formulate and submit a gender-sensitive response to the 
bill; 

- During 2012, due to GFKT action, the police finally confirmed (via extended 
correspondence) that its data base does not include categorized data on gun 
violence. Despite our claim, in a July 9th letter, that various laws require 
collecting and making available to the public gender-disaggregated data on 
victims of gun violence, as well as ownership of guns involved crimes, GFKT 
was notified (Sept. 4th) that the categories in question were not priorities of 
police data collection. We plan to challenge this policy (see below: 
collaboration with the Movement for Freedom of Information). 

- Near the end of 2012, again at top administration level, GFKT exposure 
contributed to a decision by the State Comptroller to investigate small arms 
licensing, with particular regard to security guards’ arms. GFKT has 
established contact with the Comptroller’s office to provide important date and 
information gathered by GFKT and to monitor progress on this investigation;  

 
Then, building on the momentum of the Nov.-Dec. Campaign into 2013: 

 
- GFKT met (Jan. 7, 2013) with Ayala Meir, Director of Family & Individual 

Welfare Services, at the Ministry of Welfare, responsible for ministry 
prevention and treatment of domestic violence. Following the meeting GFKT 
information will be distributed among 1,800 Ministry social workers and 
practitioners dealing with domestic violence. We hope for additional future 
cooperation;  

- GFKT met (Jan. 14, 2013) with the Welfare Division of the city of Bat Yam 
(just south of Jaffa). Following the meeting we hope to offer a workshop for 
municipal social workers; 

 
Advocacy – The public: 
Broadened engagement with GFKT partner organizations:2 

- ACRI, the Ass. for Civil Rights in Israel, has agreed to take the lead in the 
GFKT effort to prevent annulment of the law restricting guards’ guns to work-
sites, combining it with their own legal struggle for effective oversight of  
security firms (for instance, via the abovementioned court case concerning 
security guards in East Jerusalem); 

- Itach-Maaki – Women Lawyers for Social Justice, hosted a GFKT talk and are 
in the process of integrating the formerly unrecognized topic of small arms 

                                                
2 2 Full list of partner organizations, in alphabetical order:  1) Ass. for Civil Rights in Israel; 2) Coalition of 
Women for Peace; 3) Hollaback Israel; 4) Itach-Maaki – Women Lawyers for Social Justice; 5) Isha L’Isha 
Feminist Center; 6) L.O. – Combatting Violence Against Women; 7) New Profile; 8) Noga – The Israeli Center for 
Rights of Crime Victims; 9) Physicians for Human Rights – Israel; 10) Psychoactive; 11) Tmura – The 
Antidiscrimination Legal Center; 12)  Agenda – Israeli Center for Strategic Communications (in a consultancy 
capacity). 
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proliferation clearly into the Plan of Action on 1325. The organization has also 
scheduled GFKT lectures at courses for legal students and plans to host events 
designed to uphold the existing law barring guards’ guns from homes; 

- Physicians for Human Rights hosted a GFKT talk for its activists resulting in 
important networking and the addition of a committed volunteer to our 
teamwork; 

- New Profile conducted a workshop for students jointly with GFKT and hosted 
a GFKT talk for one of its youth groups; 

- Noga – The Israeli Center for Rights of Crime Victims collaborated intensively 
with GFKT on the civil suit filed on behalf of Alamnesh Zalaka; 

- The Coalition of Women for Peace featured a pioneering Round Table on 
“Women and Arms,” moderated by GFKT, in its series of “Women in Action” 
events. 

New grassroots outreach: 
- The Movement for Freedom of Information has agreed to collaborate on 

obtaining data on small arms proliferation and gun violence; 
- The Israel branch of Amnesty International co-facilitator of the Round Table 

on “Women and Arms” and is examining further routes for collaboration; 
- The Israeli Disarmament Movement, another co-facilitator of the Round Table 

on “Women and Arms,” and is also planning further collaboration; 
- Gun Free Kitchen Tables collaborated closely with Achoti for Women in 

Israel and the Tel Aviv Rape Crisis Center collaborated in creating the unique 
dual South-North procession and the unprecedented rally to End Violence 
Against Women on November 25th. 

Lectures: 
Over 2012, GFKT gave 7 talks for a total audience of about 200 and one 
public address for an audience of hundreds more. The venues ranged from a 
small youth group, through academic classes, students’ seminars and a book 
launch, to NGO events. They took place at a variety of locations throughout 
the country. 

 
Legal action: 
The civil suit on behalf of Alamnesh Zalaka, the first-ever civil suit claiming damages 
due to a breach of Clause 10c of the Firearms Act, was a collaborative effort of GFKT 
attorneys Smadar Ben Natan and Galit Lubetzky and attorneys Dikla Tutian and Liron 
Gerber of Noga – The Israeli Center for Rights of Crime Victims (a partner 
organization of the GFKT Campaign), assisted by Irit Bouton Aloni. The joint work 
has allowed a powerful combination of each of these Campaign partner’s specialized 
expertise.  
 GFKT placed special emphasis on media exposure of the case, hoping to 
convey and spread the message that cutting the costs of gun collection at the end of 
work-shifts, ongoing breaches of Clause 10c will end up proving costly to both 
companies and the state. Yael Marom, the Campaign media liaison, in collaboration 
with Vered Luvitch of the PR office representing Noga, accomplished the near-
impossible—a highly visible item on TV evening news at a time when elections 
trumped almost all other topics.  

The case required an unanticipated amount of preparation. It will demonstrate 
damages based on an array of documents that were painstakingly collected from 
public institutions (police, hospital, social security, etc.). Complex expert opinions 
and assessments were another complicating factor. Due to the unforeseen amount of 
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work required by the case, GFKT postponed attempts to initiate additional lawsuits 
claiming breaches of Clause 10c. Repeated and varied attempts along these lines, 
towards the end of 2012, have not yet located additional plaintiffs. Our efforts will 
continue in 2013.   
 
November-December Gun Free Kitchen Tables Campaign: 

- Despite the military violence unleashed in November-December, GFKT was 
instrumental in convening a uniquely broad spectrum of organizations for dual 
South-to-North-and-North-to-South processions in Tel Aviv, meeting at the 
joint November 25th protest to End Violence Against Women, at which GFKT 
delivered a moving address; 
  

 
Alamnesh Zalaka & Rela Mazali addressing November 25th Protest; Photographer: Galit Lubetzky 
 

 
November 25th Protest; Photographer: Galit Lubetzky 

 
- The “Women in Action” events convened by the Women’s Coalition for Peace 

(a member organization of the GFKT Campaign), continuing into 2013, 
featured a GFKT-moderated Round Table on Women & Arms;  

- A workshop on security spending, conducted by New Profile (another member 
organization) for twenty-some student activists was co-facilitated by GFKT 
and introduced the Campaign;  

- GFKT outlined the gendered dangers and damage of small arms along with 
suggested counteractive measures at a meeting of the feminist coalition 
formulating a plan of action for implementation of UN resolution 1325, led by 
Itach-Maaki (also a member organization of the Campaign) ;  

- Accommodating its growing outreach, GFKT designed and printed GFKT 
Campaign brochures in Hebrew and English.  

 
Media presence:  
GFKT featured in 24 media items in 2012, particularly during the Nov.-Dec. 
Campaign (and slightly spilling over into 2013): 
 

- Commercial Hebrew press –  9 items  
(some both in print and online, several with English translations); 

- Commercial Russian language news site – 1 item; 
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- Commercial TV – 5 interviews;  
- Commercial radio – 1 interview; 
- Legal blog – 1 post 

(analysis of the lawsuit on behalf of Alamnesh Zalaka by GFKT activist, Atty. 
Galit Lubetzky on a prestigious legal blog); 

- Alternative radio – 3 interviews; 
- Alternative TV – 1 interview; 
- Alternative Hebrew Press – 2 items  

(including an op-ed by Smadar Ben Natan & Rela Mazali); 
- International media – 1 item (on ABC Australia). 

 
In some cases, GFKT media exposure led to statements from high ranking 

officials clearly problematizing small arms proliferation and affirming the law barring 
guards’ guns from homes; The TV news item covering lawsuit filed by Alamnesh 
Zalaka was particularly prominent: comparatively long by TV news standards, it was 
aired early in the newscast and plugged twice by a promo. Exemplifying the ongoing 
buildup, this item followed an earlier, December 16th interview with Atty. Smadar 
Ben Natan, on the same TV channel 10, as part of an expose of companies’ lax 
screening and weak government oversight in providing gun licenses to employees. In 
the commercial press, Ynet, the most widely read news site in Israel, published the 
Dec. 9th article, “Murder Weapons: Why do Security Guards Take Guns Home?” (in 
Hebrew), by Omri Ephraim, which directly supported GFKT and its goals. This, as 
well as the excellent Jan. 1st, 2013, op-ed by Tsafi Saar (see above for link and 
excerpts), the leading feminist journalist of Haaretz (which is highly influential 
despite limited subscription), or the powerful Oct. 23rd, TV appearance of journalist 
Bili Moskuna Lerman on the Channel 1 “Politica” topical debate program, and several 
other instances, indicate the growing number of journalists who now support the goals 
and work of GFKT and espouse these independently. 

GFKT also featured on a local activist listserve and in the material or websites of 
International NGO’s 

 
- Local Listserves – 1 mention 

(on Sharon Orshalimi’s weekly feminist post); 
- International NGO websites – 3 items 

(Global Room for Women; IANSA; Kvinna till Kvinna); 
- Foreign NGO leaflets – 1 item 

(Women In Black, UK). 
 

Social Media: 
Recognized worldwide today is the powerful potential of social media in galvanizing 
and organizing civil society and in placing marginalized topics the public agenda. 
With this in mind, GFKT has enhanced its investment in multi-channeled social 
media over 2012. 
 
The GFKT Facebook: 

The page received a major boost in the last quarter of 2012, through the joint 
expert efforts of a gifted new GFKT volunteer, Revital Madar, and our (unfortunately 
temporary) wonderful Campaign media liaison, Yael Marom. Page membership is 
now up to 510, allowing potential access to a broad community (of members’ 
Facebook friends) of 170,000. Ten per cent of these, an exceptionally high number of 
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members (by Facebook standards), responded actively discussing and sharing our 
posts. This is clearly indicative of GFKT success in generating a broadening 
consciousness and discussion of arms control issues in on-line public circles. A large 
and supportive response followed a recent initiative of commemorating the dates of 
individual women’s murders with security guards’ guns. The number of individual 
viewers reached weekly by our content, averaging some 1,100, is also relatively high. 
Over recent months, we’ve generated 3 posts a week or more when required by 
events. On the average, most posts reached some 200 viewers. Highly significant 
posts, which we selectively promoted, reached 1,200 viewers each.  
 
The GFKT Twitter Account: 

The Twitter account is operated by Atty. Galit Lubetzky (who also doubles as 
our wonderful photographer). Initiated by Galit, it has over 100 followers and has 
often been re-tweeted, sometimes by non-followers as well as followers, especially 
when tweets concern gun-related events in the news. In addition, tweets from other 
sources have recently begun to refer to security guards’ un-deposited off-duty guns 
and to GFKT, indicating our success in expanding public recognition of the Campaign 
and the issues it raises. Responses to the GFKT tweets have been positive on the 
whole. The Facebook page and the Twitter account reciprocate and refer to each other 
on a regular basis, expanding the exposure of each.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Gun Free Kitchen Tweeter Account page; February 7, 2013 
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Staff & Activists: 
GFKT work is largely conducted in ongoing open dialogue, integrating the ideas and 
insights of all and each of the women involved: 
Co-Founders & Co-Coordinators: 

- Atty. Smadar Ben Natan – Responsible for leading legal research, litigation; 
Responsible, jointly with Rela Mazali, for advocacy and strategic planning. 

- Rela Mazali – Responsible for general research, for reporting and grant-
writing; Responsible for advocacy and strategic planning; Responsible for 
leading contacts and (non-legal) co-work with partner organizations. 

Legal activism: 
- Atty. Galit Lubetzky – Responsible for legal research, litigation, advocacy 

letters to authorities; Twitter account; Project photography. Galit has made a 
major, creative contribution to GFKT over 2012. 

Financial & organizational oversight: 
- Hedva Eyal – Of our home organization, Isha L’Isha Feminist Center, is 

responsible for supervising GFKT finances and strategies, in keeping with 
decisions and structure of Isha L’Isha. Hedva is our experienced mainstay, 
helping us steer this still young project. 

Media Liaison: 
- Yael Marom – Joined us temporarily in 2012 for the duration of the 

November-December GFKT Campaign and was responsible for media 
outreach, via all media channels, in combination with strategic planning. 
Yael’s professional and activism-wise contribution to this year’s work has 
been exceptional. We’re more than glad that its Yael intention to stay involved 
in the Campaign on a voluntary basis. 

Facebook page: 
- Revital Madar – Revital is responsible for ongoing operation of the GFKT 

Facebook page, volunteering her work. Revital’s generous, highly experienced 
and inventive contribution has distinctly expanded outreach in interest in our 
messages.  

Graphic Design: 
- Ruti Kantor – Responsible for design of the new GFKT brochure and for 

designs of a series of internet “posters” planned for use in 2013. In 2011 Ruti 
volunteered the design of the GFKT logo and the striking poster we carried at 
demonstrations in both 2011 and 2012 also hung on dozens of Tel Aviv 
billboards in 2011. Ruti’s graphic insights have boosted GFKT visibility and 
become an integral component of the Campaign. 

 
Donors: 
This is an opportunity to extend our deeply thankful recognition of donors’ vital role 
in enabling the work of Gun Free Kitchen Tables. Our 2012 efforts were supported by: 
 
Financial Support              In-Kind Support from Campaign Partners  

1) Cordaid – Netherlands   7) ACRI        
2) Global Fund for Women – U.S.A.  8) Coalition of Women for Peace 
3) Kvinna till Kvinna Foundation – Sweden  9) Itach-Maaki 
4) Samuel Rubin Foundation – U.S.A.  10) Noga 
5) Laura Read – U.K.    11) PHR 

Campaign Partners 
6) New Profile 


